
Some tips for China Thinks Big participants: 

Use these questions as a tool to help clarify your thinking. You should 
confidently be able to answer them!

1. Do you have a sound research question? A good question…
A. Doesn’t already know its own answer. If you can answer it 

without research, you need to find a more specific question.
B. Is important enough that you and others actually care about 

finding out the answer.
C. Is narrow enough in scope that you can answer it competently 

and with integrity in the time you have. People devote their 
whole lives to solving a single problem/answering a single 
question; what can you reasonably achieve in the time and 
with the resources you have?

D. Has a non-obvious answer (otherwise, why bother asking?)

2. What problem have you identified & what is your solution? 
(Or, at the very least, what are you adding to our understanding 
of the problem?)

3. How would you categorize your project’s motive? Here are 
some common possibilities (you may have more than one)
A. Are you intervening in a debate or attempt to resolve a 

controversy?
B. Are you consider an issue, problem, or text or some sort in a 

larger context?
C. Are you testing a theory or claim made by another writer using a 

body of evidence that you identify?
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D. Are you applying insights from one field or body of work to try 
to solve a problem in another?

E. Have you found a gap or puzzle in the existing literature on a 
topic and are attempting to fill it in/solve it?

F. Are you considering a collection of primary sources to answer a 
question?

G. Are you collecting and analyze your own, original data to answer 
a question?

H. Are you challenging a conventional or accepted argument or add 
something to it?

4. With whom are you in conversation? In other words, which 
scholars and researchers have done work on this topic before you & 
what have they contributed to allow you to stand on their shoulders 
& do something new?

5. Who’s your audience & what do they need to know in order to 
understand your contribution? Are they experts in your field, or 
intelligent outsiders? Your answer to this question will inform what 
definitions and background information you need to provide.

Best of luck!
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